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When Cadac was researching a digital snake solution for the S-digital 
console in 2005, there were a number of accepted and well 
established ways of transmitting multichannel digital audio from 
a stage to the mix position. Some were well established methods, 

such as MADI, and other new TCP/IP based technologies using attractively 
low-cost computer industry 
hardware. Unfortunately, none 
of the existing systems met the 
Cadac criteria for extremely low 
latency, high channel count and 
high sample rates. The Ethernet-
based protocols were found to 
be particularly unsuitable for live 
sound applications due to their long 
and unpredictable propagation 
delay. In an environment where 
more and more audio processing 
and transmission is performed 
in the digital realm, accumulated 
delay becomes a significant 
problem. With digital wireless 
microphones, consoles, plug-in processing options and digital in-ear monitor 
systems all contributing about 2ms delay each; the accumulative latency can 
cause difficulty for many performers to keep in time and in tune. This issue is 
exacerbated when the Ethernet error-correction system is heavily engaged, and 
audio samples are processed with varying latencies causing time-smear and 
resulting in highly undesirable audio artefacts such as comb-filtering. Cadac was 
determined to maintain phase coherence in its digital consoles, something which 
is critical to achieve the audio performance for which Cadac is renowned. This 
requirement ruled out the use of an Ethernet-based technology, where the lack 
of deterministic latency means that absolute phase coherency is unachievable at 
latencies that are acceptable in live sound reinforcement.

Cadac was therefore obliged to develop a bespoke proprietary system, as a 

dedicated and specialised method 
of transporting multichannel 
digital audio within a live sound 
environment. The solution for 
this was the development of 
Cadac MegaComms technology, 

which has now expanded into a range of products as well as being adopted for 
the Cadac CDC eight, CDC four:m and now the new CDC six digital consoles.

At first glance, MegaComms appears similar to MADI. It uses separate send 
and return cables, BNC connectors and coaxial cable. However, MegaComms is a 
robust TDM (time division multiplex) system and means that propagation delay 
is reduced to a single tick of the system’s 96kHz clock, reducing propagation 
delay by several orders of magnitude when compared to that present in most 
of Ethernet-based audio networking. The TDM format also means that each 
audio sample is locked to that clock, so system latency is deterministic (fixed 
at a single value) and not allowed to drift depending upon local environmental 
conditions, such as electromagnetic interference or increased network error-
correction activity.

Control data is embedded within the data stream so no audio channels have 
to be sacrificed for this purpose. The high bandwidth available means that 
the current implementation of MegaComms can carry 128 channels of 24-bit, 
96kHz audio plus control data, plus clock, bi-directionally, up to 150m via a pair 
of RG6 coaxial cables.

In addition to audio and control data, MegaComms provides for accurate, 
phase-aligned clock distribution, by embedding timing markers in the data 
stream. This allows reliable, low jitter synchronisation of all hardware elements 
within a networked system from a common clock source, without having to 

run any additional cabling or any 
additional setup procedures.

Most Cadac CDC digital consoles 
and I-O devices feature two pairs of 
MegaComms ports and the function of 
the second pair of ports is to provide 
the option of connecting a pair of 
redundant send/return cables. The 
redundant connections are active, so 
the device will automatically route 
audio, data and clock via the secondary 

connection in the event of a cable 
failure.

The simplest implementation of 
a MegaComms network is a straight 
forward console to stagebox 
configuration. In this application, 
the console provides the clock and 
the stagebox synchronises itself 
once the connections are made. 
Total through-system propagation 
delay for this system, including 
all console processing and A-D/
D-A conversions, is 37 samples 
(@96kHz), or just under 385μs. 
This compares with the many 
millisecond propagation delays 
usually found in most other similar 

This example shows 128 analogue 
inputs shared between four 
consoles, which can be configured 
either as four discrete mixing 
systems or as two redundant 
console pairs. The diagram also 
shows audio distributed to remote 
broadcast and recording facilities 
via MADI and Dante conversion. The 
Cadac CDC MC Router provides gain 
compensation for all audio streams 
should any analogue input gains be 
adjusted during the performance, 
and it can be preprogrammed with 
up to eight different routing maps, 
which can be selected from a front 
panel rotary switch or remote 
switching panel. All cables can be up 
to 150m long.

Cadac 
MegaComms 

explained
Cadac has developed its own digital audio networking solution. Cadac’s 

RICHARD FERRIDAY presents the company’s beliefs on the available 
technology options and discusses how the MegaComms system works.
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systems. For larger, true audio networks, a MegaComms router is required that 
provides low jitter clock synchronisation and flexible routing capability for up to 
3072 channels of 24-bit, 96kHz. The addition of a router into a system adds only 
an additional sample (approximately 10μs) of propagation delay. MegaComms 
is also capable of providing automatic fail-over to redundant spare connections. 
Most Cadac MegaComms devices (consoles, large-format stageboxes and network 
bridges) support dual redundant connections with automatic seamless change 
over in the event of cable failure.

The hardware ‘hub’ for a large-scale network is the Cadac MegaComms router 
— the CDC MC Router. This device has 12 pairs (send and return) of MegaComms 
ports, easily identifiable from glowing colour coded BNC sockets. The MegaComms 
router can connect up to 12 MegaComms devices, and a MegaComms device can 
be a console, stagebox or network bridge. The format of the network is that of a 
star-type. Depending upon the programming of the router this can be a single or 
dual-redundant star configuration. Routing maps (up to eight presets) are installed 
into the router from a laptop computer via a standard RJ45 network port. Any of 
the eight map presets can be selected either from a front panel mounted rotary 
switch or from a dedicated hardware remote control.

The CDC MC Router also has the useful function of providing ‘gain compensation’ 
in that if any of the connected mic amps have their analogue gain adjusted, the 
router will automatically compensate for the change in audio level to any and 
all other devices connected. This gain compensation process takes just a single 
sample (about 10μs) for the router to make the necessary adjustment, and so 
is completely inaudible in operation. This facility allows a stagebox’s analogue 
inputs to be shared between a number of consoles, and for multiple consoles to be 
connected to a common set of I-O to provide multiple mixing systems or multiple 
fully dual-redundant systems. In these large scale applications, the MegaComms 
router provides the clock for all consoles and I-O devices.

The disadvantage of designing a bespoke, specialised proprietary system is that 
eventually, you may need to connect to another type of network for distribution 
purposes. For this reason Cadac has designed network bridging devices to enable 
MegaComms to connect to other protocols. All MegaComms bridges feature 
dual-redundant power supplies and dual-redundant connections to Cadac CDC 
consoles and Cadac MegaComms routers, as well as asynchronous sample-rate 
conversion to other popular protocols. MegaComms networks are clocked at 
96kHz, but Cadac does provide for sample rate conversion to other clock speeds 
and conversion to more widely adopted protocols such as MADI and Dante.

CDC MC MADI — This converts 128 (64 x 64) channels of MegaComms 96kHz 
audio to 128 (64 x 64) channels of MADI @48kHz or 64 (32 x 32) channels 
at 96kHz. It features coaxial and optical MADI connections, dual-redundant 
MegaComms ports, dual-redundant integral power supplies and separate Word 
clock input for use with a standalone clock. It also supports connections to dual-
redundant MADI streams.
CDC MC Dante — This 
converts 128 (64 x 64) 
channels of MegaComms 
96kHz audio to 128 (64 
x 64) channels of Dante 
@48 kHz or 64 (32 x 32) 
channels at 96kHz. It also 
features dual-redundant MegaComms ports, dual-redundant integral power 
supplies and separate Word clock input for use with a standalone clock. It also 
supports dual-redundant Dante networks.
CDC MC Router — This 
has 12 pairs of MegaComms 
ports, supporting up to 
3072 audio channels and 
dual redundant integral 
power supplies. It has fully 
programmable routing via 
a PC network port and 
routing map selection 
(eight presets) is via a front 
panel switch or optional hardware remote control. Plus separate Word clock input 
for use with a standalone clock. n
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